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Instructions: This is a multiple choice and true/false quiz to test your knowledge on GHS.

Select the best answer and type or write into the space provided.

1) ______ This pictogram identifies a product that is:
   a. Flammable
   b. Toxic
   c. Corrosive

2) ______ T/F Under GHS, MSDSs will be replaced by Safety Data Sheets.

3) ______ The signal word “Danger”
   a. Indicates a more serious hazard than the signal word “Warning”
   b. Indicates a less serious hazard than the signal word “Warning”
   c. Doesn’t indicate a hazard at all

4) ______ Under GHS, which of the following will be harmonized on all products worldwide?
   a. Signal words
   b. Pictograms
   c. Hazard Statements
   d. All of the above
5)  T/F  Safety Data Sheets will now have a specified 16 section format.

6)  d  Which of the following will be present on every label?
   a. Signal words
   b. Supplier identification
   c. Hazard pictogram(s)
   d. All of the above

7)  T/F  Only the most severe signal word will appear on the label, regardless of how many hazards a product has

8)  b  This pictogram identifies a product that is:
   a. Toxic
   b. Flammable
   c. Corrosive

9)  T/F  Personal protective equipment information for using a hazardous product can be found on both the SDS and the label.
Which of the following is NOT a pictogram that will appear on Multi-Clean product labels?

10)  

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 
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